
Chapter 19: Asymmetric Information

 Challenge: Dying to Work

 Economists have found that compensating wage differentials are paid for jobs in

industries and occupations that gov't statistics show are risky

 Does asymmetric information cause firms to underinvest in safety? Can gov't

intervention overcome safety problems stemming from asymmetric information?

 Asymmetric Information (AI) - situation in which one party to a transaction knows a

material fact that the other party does not

 AI → opportunistic behavior → market failures  

 Bad products may drive the good products out of the market - problem

 Market failures due to AI can be eliminated if consumers can inexpensively determine

the quality of a product or different prices charged

 In many markets, this would be very expensive

19.1 Problems Due to Asymmetric Information

 AI → opportunism → informed person benefits at the other person's expense 

 Two major problems arise from AI: adverse selection & moral hazard

 Adverse Selection - opportunism characterized by an informed person benefiting from

trading or otherwise contracting with a less-informed person who does not know

about an unobserved characteristic of the informed person

 Example: people buying health insurance

 Creates a market failure by reducing the size of the market, or eliminating it

 Moral Hazard - opportunism characterized by an informer person's taking advantage

of a less-informed person through an unobserved action

 Example: employee shirking if not monitored; reckless behavior

 The distinction between adverse selection and moral hazard is not always simple

 This chapter focuses on adverse selection

19.2 Responses to Adverse Selection

 Main methods of solving AS problems: restrict opportunistic behavior; equalize info.

 May do good in some markets, but may cause more harm in others

 Controlling Opportunistic Behavior Through Universal Coverage

 If everyone is required to have auto or health insurance, AS is eliminated in those

markets; also reduces costs of insurance

 Equalizing Information

 Both informed & uninformed parties can eliminate AI

 Screening - taken by the uninformed → determine information possessed by the

informed; ex: test driving several used cars

 Insurance companies have found that researching health and habits does pay

off, but they will only do it until marginal benefit of extra information equals

marginal cost of obtaining it (because it is constly)

 Signaling - taken by the informed → sending information to the uninformed - 

releasing a report by an independent agency to try and attract consumers



 Only people who believe they can show that they are better than others want to

send a signal

 Also, signaling soles an AI problem only if the signal is accurate

 Application: Risky Hobbies

 Various sports add $100 to $2500 in annual premiums for each $100,000 of

life insurance, depending on how risky they are

19.2 How Ignorance About Quality Drives Out High-Quality Products

 Consumer ignorance leads to less-efficient use of resources than would occur if

everyone had perfect information

 Lemons Market with Fixed Quality

 "Anagram for General Motors: or great lemons"

 When buyers cannot judge a product's quality before purchasing it, low-quality

products - lemons - can drive HQ products out of the market

 Some cars have problems that become apparent only after the car has been

driven for a while; we assume the seller cannot alter the quality of the car

 Reservation Price - the lowers price at which sellers are willing to sell at

 Symmetric Information

 If both sellers and buyers know the quality of all the used cars before any sales

take place → all cars are sold, and good cars sell for more than lemons 

 This market is efficient because the goods go to the people who value them the

most; all cars are sold if everyone has the same information

 It is the equality that matters. However, the amount of information they have

the price at which cars sell

 If no one can tell a lemon from a good car at the time of purchase, both types

of cars sell for the same price

 Sellers of good quality cars are implicitly subsidizing sellers of lemons!

 Asymmetric Information

 If sellers know the quality, but buyers do not → inefficiency may result → HQ 

cars may not be sold at all - depending on value placed on them by owners

 Two possible equilibria

 All cars el at the average price

 Only lemons sell for a price = to the value buyers place on lemons

 If all cars sell at the same price → AI does not cause inefficiency, but does 

have equity implications

 If HQ cars are driven out of the market and remain in the hands of people who

value them less than potential buyers → inefficient 

 If neither buyers nor sellers can identify lemons, both cars sell at a price equal to

the expected value rather their (unknown) true values

 Lemons Market with Variable Quality

 If consumers cannot identify high-quality from low-quality products, but firms can

vary the quality, HQ products will not be produced



 This unwillingness is due to an externality: A firm does not completely capture the

benefits of raising the quality

 HQ seller shares benefits from its HQ product with sellers of LQ products by

raisin the average price to all

 Social value of raising the quality > private value

 Due to AI, firms do not produce HQ goods even though consumers are willing to

pay for the extra quality

 Limiting Lemons

 Product liability laws (both explicit & implicit) protect consumers from lemons;

consumers can sue the seller otherwise - but this is a high transaction cost

 Consumers can avoid lemons if they can successfully screen the market to find the

quality of the goods; cost of information has to be less than marginal benefit

 Objective experts, like car mechanics, can help avoid adverse selection

 In some markets, learning the firm's reputation can be enough - firms that want

to sell repeatedly in a market have a strong incentive not to sell lemons

 Some nonprofit organizations consumer groups, and for-profit firms publish

expert reports comparing brand; i.e. Consumer Report

 It is important for these firms to establish credibility

 Expert information is undersupplied because it is a public good

 Standards & Certification

 Information is usually provided based on a standard - a metric or scale for

evaluating the quality of a particular product

 Consumers learn about a brand's quality through certification - a report that a

particular product meets or exceeds a given standard value

 When these standards & certifications inform consumers and do not restrict

goods available, they are socially desirable; but, that is not always so

 If they provided degraded information, they may mislead - only LQ and HQ

 Anticompetitive effects → licenses given only to professionals that meet some 

min. requirements → raises quality and prices  

 Mandatory standards are often used for anticompetitive purposes such as

erecting entry barriers to new firms and products - doctors, lawyers, etc.

 Producers of HQ goods often use signals to convince consumers that their quality

is better than a rival; to be effective, these need to be credible

 Brand names can be a signal of quality → easier to identify a good 

 Guarantees or warrants are used to convince consumers

 Signals solve AS problems only when they are viewed as credible

 Signaling is not effective if it is unprofitable for a HQ firm to signal or if both

LQ and HQ firms send the same signal

 Application: Adverse selection on eBay



19.4 Price Discrimination Due to False Beliefs About Quality

 The market outcome also changes if consumers falsely believe that identical products

differ in quality → pay more for what they believe is HQ

 If some consumers believe identical products differ in quality, a firm can profitable

price discriminate → high price for the allegedly superior product; lower price for the 

informed individuals

 If firms intentionally increase consumer uncertainty → may be able to ↑↑ profits  

 Method: create noise in the market by selling the same product under various names

 Noisy Monopoly - high price using its own brand name and lower price under a

private-label brand; cost of doing this must be relatively low

 Over time, consumers have become more familiar with this, and the advantage has

been reduced

 Application: Twin Brands

 "Badge Engineering" in the auto business

19.5 Market Power from Price Ignorance

 Consumer ignorance about how prices vary has another effect: gives market power

 Firms have an incentive to make it difficult for consumers to collect information about

prices

 Full Information: all firms have the same price and face a horizontal residual demand

curve at the market price

 Limited Information: stores can charge more than others for the same good and not

lose all customers → each store faces a downward-sloping residual demand curve and

has some market power

 Tourist-Trap Model

 Suppose you are on a street of shops, all selling the good you want, but you don't

know the price in each store; the cost in time of going to a store is c

 If a firm's markup is smaller than the search cost of the individual, it can profitably

raise its price → no equilibrium 

 If consumers have limited information about price, and equilibrium in which all

firms charge the full-information, competitive price is impossible

 Likewise, other prices above the full information competitive price will not be

equilibrium prices, because firms can always deviate; up to monopoly price

 No firm wants to raise its price above the monopoly price, because profit would

fall; will a shop charge less than � � if everyone else charges � � ?

 If � < �  → no incentive to search for lower price → � �
 If � > �  → if there is a large # of shops → search is impractical → � �

 When consumers have asymmetric information and when search costs and the

number of firms are large, the only possible single-price equilibrium is at the

monopoly price!

 Note: multiple-price equilibria are common.



 Advertising and Prices

 Without advertising, no store may find it profitable to charge low prices, but with

advertising, all stores may charge low prices

19.1 Problems Arising from Ignorance When Hiring

 Information asymmetries in labor markets lower welfare below the full information

equilibrium → signals and screening may reduce the asymmetries  

 Cheap Talk

 "Honesty is the best policy - when there is money in it"

 Cheap talk - unsubstantiated claims or statements; informed person voluntarily

providing information to the uninformed;

 Less expensive method of signaling

 Whether cheap talk works or not depends on the incentives for the two parties -

can be set up in a payoff matrix

 If the interests of the firms and individual diverge, cheap talk is not credible → 

workers has to send a more expensive signal

 Education as a Signal

 Suppose that graduating from a school is the signal and provides no useful traning;

high-ability workers are � of the workforce and such an individual produces � �
for the firm

 We assume employers cannot directly determine worker's skill levels

 Pooling Equilibrium - an equilibrium in which dissimilar people are treated (paid)

alike or behave alike; all earn the average wage:

� � = � � � + (1 − � )� �

 If high ability people pay c and graduate and low-ability people do not, a degree is

a signal of ability to employers → separating equilibrium

 Assume that low-ability people cannot graduate

 Separating Equilibrium - one type of people takes actions that allows them to be

differentiated from other types of people

 It pays for high-ability people to go to school if:

� � − � > � �
� � − � � > �

 If the equation above holds, no worker wants to change behavior → separating 

equilibrium is possible

 If there is a pooling equilibrium, it does not pay to graduate if:

� � − � � < �

 Depending on differences in abilities, cost of education, and share of high-ability

people, one or both types of equilibrium may be possible

 Everyone may be worse off in a separating equilibrium - private return to

signaling exceeds the net social return to signaling

 The gov't can step in to remove asymmetric information - subsidies or bans;

eliminating wasteful signals



 Total social output falls with signaling if signaling is socially unproductive but

may rise if signaling also raises productivity or serves some other desirable

purpose

 Screening In Hiring

 Firms very often screen prospective workers with tests & interviews

 Statistical Discrimination - using gender, race, religion is a proxy for ability

 However, these activities are costly, and inefficient if they do not ↑ output 

 Challenge Solution: Dying to Work


